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Get This Gallery is pleased to present Austin Eddy's solo exhibition, someone to ride the 
river with. This is Eddy’s first exhibition with Get This Gallery. The exhibition will feature 
paintings on canvas as well as works on paper. 
 
Austin Eddy’s paintings explore an authentic side of life through the use of mark 
making, gesture and paint handling. Eddy describes his work as imagery about love and 
loneliness. Eddy’s use of raw canvas and handling of paint lend a bareness to his work. 
Eddy’s paintings suggest that even the simplest emotions depicted are indeed complex. 
Visual compositions that evoke melancholic scenes of longing and loneliness commonly 
include debonairly dressed men smoking pipes and wearing top hats while riding horses 
or driving ornately decorated cars. Heartache and yearning seem to overtake figures 
crying with drinks in hand or offering flowers in a gesture of asking forgiveness, or the 
giving of love. Eddy’s limited color palette nods to early modernism and an emphasis is 
put on the shape, transition and line. The immediacy of his process suggests an 
emotional quality to the enigmatically dark and optimistic images. 
 
Eddy describes his notion of what makes a good painting,  
 
“This question is at the forefront of my exploration and experimentation. Through the 
tools of abstraction and other historical painting languages, I break down qualitative 
aspects of painting and question the validity of “seriousness”. I find answers to this 
question by making paintings though play. From my singular and personal experience, I 
deconstruct and synthesize information and styles, creating a hybridized personal 
painting vernacular. This hybrid is free from the pressure of art history’s clutch on 
painting and permits picking and choosing. This process produces representational 
pictures that convey emotions and energies of situations and individuals. The results 
are images of unexpected situations and narratives.  The paintings function most 
successfully when they extend beyond just a hodgepodge of samples and create a more 
harmonious and trans-formative visual experience.” 
 
Austin Eddy (b. 1986) received his BFA from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
in 2009. Eddy currently lives and works in Brooklyn, New York and part time in Atlanta, 
Georgia.  Austin Eddy has shown at galleries in New York, Boston, Los Angeles, 
Oakland, San Diego, and Copenhagen. His latest solo exhibition in 2014 was at 
Bendixen Contemporary Art. Copenhagen, DK and in 2013 at Roberto Paradise in San 
Juan, PR; The Horticultural Society, New York, NY; Important Projects, Oakland, CA; 
and Golden Gallery, Chicago, IL. Previous group exhibitions include Lamontagne 
Gallery, Boston, MA; Freight and Volume, New York, NY; and Josee Bienvenu Gallery, 
New York, NY. Eddy’s work has been reviewed and mentioned in The New York Times, 
The New Yorker, Time Out Chicago, and Modern Painters Daily 
	  


